One method of transmitting wavelet based zerotree encoded images over noisy channels is to add channel coding without altering the source coder. A second method is to reorder the embedded zerotree bitstream into packets containing a small set of wavelet coe cient trees. We consider a hybrid mixture of these two approaches and demonstrate situations in which the hybrid image coder can outperform either of the two building block methods, namely on channels that can su er packet losses as well as statistically varying bit errors.
I. Introduction
The transmission of images across noisy channels is fundamentally important in many applications and is still an unsolved problem for many types of channels. There has been some progress on this problem recently for certain speci c channel conditions. For example, in 1], 2] a concatenated channel coding scheme was applied to the Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) 3] image coding algorithm (an improved version of the Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) algorithm 4]) to achieve substantial performance gains over previous image coding systems, as long as the images are transmitted across memoryless channels (e.g., a binary symmetric channel (BSC)) with known statistics. The technique in 1], 2] was used in 5] to provide error protection for video coding. In 6] , an e ective coding procedure that builds upon the method in 1], 2] was developed for transmission channels that allow feedback. Channels with and without feedback were considered in 7] , where error detection is accomplished by introducing redundancy in an arithmetic source coder instead of through channel codes. In 8] a class of modi ed EZW algorithms was presented which limit error propagation by reducing the amount of variable length coding in the transmitted bitstream. A video codec proposed in 9] uses entropy coded scalar quantization of subband coe cient trees together with run-length and Hu man coding to produce a robust source coder. The bitstream in 9] is divided into variable-length independent packets which allow complete subband coe cient trees to either be lost or received as a unit. In 10], 11] the output bitstream produced by the zerotree encoders of 3], 4] was reordered and packetized in such a way that complete trees of wavelet coe cients were contained within packets. This allows graceful degradation of an image in the presence of channel noise, instead of loss of synchronization in the error-sensitive zerotree encoder. It is also somewhat robust to the e ects of bursty channels. A similar method for encoding wavelet coe cient trees in groups was proposed in 12] where groups were independently compressed and interleaved for transmission. Because groups are decoded separately, error propagation is limited to a single group. In 13] a product channel code structure is used to make the system in 1], 2] robust to fading channels and also slightly better on memoryless channels. In 14] source redundancy is used to improve the performance of an image coder transmitting over a Gilbert-Elliot channel. In 15] a multistage encoding structure is used to provide robustness to packet losses and bit errors.
Many data transmission environments are characterized by unknown and highly varying channel conditions. The mobile wireless environment is one example where channel conditions vary widely in a time span dependent on the mobile velocity. Since the mobile speed and its surrounding terrain may vary during transmission, it is di cult to accurately measure channel conditions and to adapt the coding. Also in certain situations, such as a broadcast channel, it is impossible to perfectly match the channel since each receiver experiences a di erent channel. In these situations, it is important for the coding method to maintain adequate performance across a range of operating conditions and degrade gracefully as conditions worsen.
For certain systems, another source of transmission impairment is packet loss due to such things as bu er over ow, mis-routing, or unacceptably long arrival delays. In situations where wireless and wireline networks are connected, packets can be dropped due to queue over ow at the interface to a shared resource such as a base station transmitter. These situations are modeled by the packet erasure channel. In reality, a mobile receiver may experience both packet losses and also bit errors on those packets which are not lost. It is precisely this combination of channel impairments that we address in this paper, by introducing a robust hybrid encoding scheme.
While systems using forward error control (FEC) provide good protection for known channel conditions, if a precise statistical description of the channel is unknown then one typically designs a FEC code for the worst possible channel that can be anticipated. Similarly, for existing robust image coding systems, one generally pays a signi cant source coding penalty when the channel is clear. The fact that these two extreme coding schemes have such drawbacks motivates the present work.
We present the idea of combining FEC with a packetized robust source coding scheme, in order to achieve a more robust image coding system. The goal is to introduce a hybrid coding approach that can survive a very poor channel, both in terms of high bit error rates and packet erasure rates, while providing good performance when channel noise is not signi cant.
We demonstrate the hybrid approach by describing a combination of two existing systems for transmitting images over noisy channels. In particular, we combine the FEC method of 1], 2] with the zerotree wavelet packetization method of 10], 11] in a hybrid structure that provides more robust performance over varying channel conditions, than either of the two methods by themselves. We measure the performance improvement of the hybrid coder on a channel which su ers bit errors as well as packet erasure. The particular hybrid coder presented is not claimed to be optimal, but rather was chosen as an example of the potential improvement possible using this new design approach. Combining improved source coding and channel coding systems will likely lead to better performance, although complexity may increase.
We describe in section II two current methods of image coding for noisy channels. Section III explains how these current methods are combined to produce the hybrid coder. Section IV describes the implementation of the channel model used for the performance tests. Results and conclusions from those tests are presented in Section V. Acronyms and code parameters are provided in the appendices. 
II. Individual Components

II-A. Separate Source and Channel Coding
The robust image coding method presented in 1], 2] utilized an e cient source coding algorithm (SPIHT 3]) followed by a strong concatenated channel code (RCPC/CRC). A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1 . This system is an example of an image coder based on Shannon's \sep-aration principle," where the source coder is designed to maximize compression performance without regard for the channel, while the channel coder is designed to minimize error probability uniformly for the decoded bits. The combination proved to be very e ective in 1], 2] for transmission over a binary symmetric channel under known channel conditions. The channel code in 1], 2] is a concatenation of an outer cyclic redundancy code (CRC) and an inner rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) code 16]. The code structure allows exibility in selecting parameters such as block length (packet size), code rate, and error correction capability/complexity. The outer CRC serves a dual purpose by providing improved error correction performance when used in the list-Viterbi decoding of the RCPC code, as well as a high probability indication of channel decoding failure (i.e., error detection) which the source decoder can use to minimize the e ects of uncorrected errors.
The excellent compression performance of the SPIHT source coder comes at the expense of a signi cant sensitivity to errors. Errors often lead to a complete loss of synchronization in the decoder due to the use of variable length coding and signi cant amount of state information. The decoder essentially needs to decode the bits in a sequential and uninterrupted fashion for correct interpretation of the bits. However, the performance of the SPIHT + RCPC/CRC coder is good for the BSC with a known error rate because the FEC can e ciently lower the probability of decoding error. Also, the CRC allows detection of uncorrected packets so the source decoder can stop decoding before errors propagate and corrupt the image. This strategy often results in acceptable image quality because of the progressive nature of the source coder. For this type of channel, existing robust source coders are not as e cient despite the fact that additional source rate is available due to the need for less channel coding.
Di culties occur on highly variable and unknown channels or on erasure channels. Since the source decoder in 1], 2] stops decoding at the rst uncorrectable error, the FEC must provide a very low probability of decoding error, in order to achieve good performance. Channel codes typically transition rapidly from the designed performance to the uncoded performance (and even worse) as the channel degrades 17]. This lack of graceful degradation means that the FEC may need to be designed for a worst case channel, which thus sacri ces performance when the channel is clear (i.e., too little of the rate is spent on source coding under good channel conditions, especially for highly variable channels).
II-B. Robust Source Coding
Source coding can be designed to provide noise robustness without explicit error-correction coding. The Packetized Zerotree Wavelet (PZW) coder 10] provides robustness by producing a compressed image datastream consisting of independently decodable packets.
PZW is an error-resilient variation on the EZW and SPIHT coders 3], 4]. Using bitplane encoding of the wavelet coe cients, the encoder generates substreams corresponding to individual coe cient trees (using the same tree structure as 4]). Groups of substreams are placed together into xed-length packets (e.g. we use 384 bits). To facilitate this grouping into short packets, PZW uses no arithmetic coding and has fewer levels of wavelet decomposition than SPIHT. Because individual tree rates vary, the number of trees per packet varies and the trees are either grown or pruned as necessary to ll each packet exactly. A header in each packet identi es the rst tree and the number of trees in the packet. Within each packet, bitplanes of the trees are interleaved as in SPIHT, allowing the decoder to interpret the data with no additional overhead about the sizes and rates of individual trees. Figure  2 shows a block diagram of the PZW algorithm. Coe cient trees in a correctly received packet are decodable independent of any other packet. Missing trees are concealed in the \low-low" wavelet band by interpolation from their immediate neighbors, and missing coe cients in higher bands are set to zero prior to inverse wavelet transforming the array. The PZW scheme was designed with packet erasures in mind. Since each packet is independently decodable, lost packets do not lead to loss of synchronization between the encoder and decoder. For channels which contain bit errors as well as packet erasures, a 16 bit CRC can be added to each packet. Packets with detected errors are discarded by the source decoder. This error detection makes PZW robust over a bursty bit error channel. But transmission over a channel with more uniform errors (like a BSC) will result in more packet discards than over a channel with bursty errors. For example, assume we want to transmit an image which has been compressed to 50000 bits and grouped into packets of length 400 (a total of 125 packets). Assume that there are 400 bit errors during transmission. For a BSC, 400 bit errors (BER = 0.008) translates to 1 error in each 125 bits on average, so each packet receives more than 3 bit errors (on average) and the entire stream is lost. However, a bursty channel might produce that same number of errors in 1000 bits, leading to only three or four lost packets.
The packetizing operations lead to a source coding performance loss of about 0.5-0.7 dB in peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) relative to the SPIHT coder (without arithmetic coding) in an error-free case, but they provide robustness in the presence of channel noise. Errors cannot propagate beyond packet boundaries. Packets are of equal importance; given a certain packet loss rate, it matters little to the nal PSNR which packets were lost.
III. The Hybrid Coder
The hybrid coder consists of the PZW source coder (i.e., the source coder in Figure 2 ) combined with the RCPC/CRC FEC coder (i.e., the channel coder in Figure 1 ). The two approaches used together are intended to help x the weaknesses of each other. Bit errors occurring throughout the stream (which would devastate the PZW coder) are corrected by the FEC; severe bursts of errors (which would overwhelm the FEC or would impose too severe a rate penalty if included in the FEC design) are absorbed by the underlying resilience of the PZW source coder. The PZW coder also handles packet erasures which would cause early truncation of the bitstream for the SPIHT coder.
The proposed coder is designed for a channel (discussed in detail in Section IV) consisting of a wireline portion and a wireless portion. Losses in the wireline portion consist of packet erasures where lost packets, due to bu er over ow or mis-routing, simply do not arrive at the receiver. The wireless portion of the channel causes losses from excessive bit errors due to the fading channel characteristic.
The packet length at the output of the source encoder (used on the wireline portion of the channel) is xed at 384 bits to match ATM packet sizes. The RCPC/CRC code is not designed for the worst channel, but rather for conditions in the middle of the expected range for the wireless portion of the channel. Thus, more transmission rate can be dedicated to source coding than with the SPIHT+RCPC/CRC coder which would have to be designed for the worst case.
Although the proposed method is not claimed to be optimal, it is worth mentioning how the particular components are well suited for each other and for the goal of producing a robust coder on the combined packet erasure / bit error channel. First, the PZW coder works well for the small ATM packet lengths (i.e., the source coding performance is close to that without segmentation into packets). The small packet size helps provide robustness since a packet only contains a small portion of the image information which means the impact of a lost packet is small. Second, the RCPC/CRC FEC provides good error correction performance for the wireless portion of the channel which introduces bit errors. As part of the decoding process, channel decoding failures can be detected with high probability so the source decoder can simply drop uncorrected packets rather than corrupting the image by decoding those bits. Use of more recent FEC methods such as turbo codes would require situations where soft decision channel decoding is available, channel state information is fairly well known, and the added decoding complexity is acceptable. The improved performance of these codes typically requires longer block lengths which may reduce robustness when channel conditions are worse than the design conditions. Also it is important to detect channel decoding failures, so additional coding would be necessary if this capability is not normally a feature of the code.
IV. The Channel Model
The channel model consists of a combination of a packet erasure channel followed by a discrete channel with memory. This model is used to simulate the end-to-end transmission of images or video from a server through a wireline network to a radio base station which broadcasts the data to mobile receivers. The wireline network (left side of Figure 3 ) will su er packet losses due to a combination of queue over ow, mis-routing, and excessive delay (for video). These packet losses are typically bursty because the time span of network impairments is usually long relative to a packet interval. Therefore, in addition to the probability of packet erasure, p erasure , the packet erasure model includes a packet burst length parameter (i.e., the number of consecutive erased packets), N. Within the model, the source output is divided into groups of N packets, and each group is erased with probability p where p = p erasure N so that the overall erasure rate is p erasure regardless of the burst length. To test the e ect of correlated packet erasures, burst of lengths N = 1 (i.e., independent packet erasures) and N = 10 were simulated for each erasure rate. For the wireless portion of the system (right side of Figure 3) , BPSK transmission over a at-fading Rayleigh channel was simulated using Jakes ' 18] channel model. The channel model was selected to accurately simulate fading channels common in mobile wireless environments. With this model, the channel is characterized by two parameters -the average received signal-to-noise ratio SNR, which determines the average bit error rate, and the normalized Doppler spread (i.e., the Doppler spread normalized by the data rate), which determines how quickly the channel changes over time.
The at-fading characteristic of the channel means there is constant gain across the bandwidth of the received signal. Therefore the e ect of the channel is a multiplicative gain term on the received signal level. The quantities SNR and SNR in equations (1) 
As an example, if the average SNR is 10 dB then the average BER is 0:023 while an average SNR of 20 dB results in an average BER of 0:0025. Unlike memoryless channels, such as the BSC and AWGN channels, the channel errors in Jakes' model tend to occur in bursts. Therefore another channel statistic of interest is the average burst or fade duration.
The average burst duration depends on the mobile speed through the normalized Doppler value. Consider an example where the carrier frequency is 900 MHz, the mobile velocity is 4 miles/hr, and the data rate is 500 Kbits/sec. The maximum Doppler shift is given by The average burst duration also depends on the fade margin (i.e., the necessary received signal level for reliable communication). For BPSK transmission, the probability of error given a received SNR of SNR r is P e = Q q 2 SNR r = 1 2 erfc q SNR r :
A P e = 0:1 corresponds to SNR r = ?0:8556 dB while P e = 0:01 corresponds to SNR r = 4:3232 dB.
Then from 20], the average burst duration in bit intervals is given by 
With the values SNR = 10 dB and f D = 10 ?5 , the average burst duration for P e 0:1 is = 11915 bits and for P e 0:01 is = 23832 bits. As can be seen from these numbers, the low end of the parameter range of interest corresponds to very long bursts, especially considering the fact that the total transmission rate for the images used in this work at 0:25 b/pixel is 65536 bits. Channels with longer burst lengths probably require the use of frequency or spatial diversity techniques for reasonable performance.
V. Results
First we present results for the special case when there are no packet erasures, in order to demonstrate that the hybrid scheme survives well in this case, and in fact even outperforms its two component encoders under certain channel conditions. Then results for channels with packet erasures and bit errors are presented. In all tests, hard-decision decoding was used in the channel simulation.
To test the robustness of the coders, each was optimized for a xed channel (SNR = 13 dB, f D = 10 ?4 ) and then tested over a range of channel conditions. The optimization criterion was the minimization of the mean decoded MSE. For the hybrid and SPIHT+RCPC/CRC coders, the bits were interleaved using a convolutional interleaver prior to transmission over the fading channel to improve decoding performance. The detailed speci cations for the selected codes can be found in Appendix B. All tests were performed using the 512 512 Lena image, and the total transmission rate was xed at 0.25 b/pixel. Each channel condition was tested with a minimum of 1000 independent trials and as many as 3000 trials on the slowest channels.
In evaluating the performance of the three algorithms, the standard measure of mean decoded MSE may not be su cient. To improve the analysis, we looked at three characteristics: mean decoded mean squared error (MSE), cumulative distribution of PSNR over all trials, and the visual performance. The cumulative distributions provide information about the variability of the decoded image quality from one trial to the next. Also, in a recent study 21] , the visual quality of the hybrid and PZW coders was shown to be perceptually better than SPIHT+RCPC/CRC for images with equal distortion (in terms of MSE) when that distortion was high. Figure 4 shows how distortion from a noisy channel is distributed over the image for the hybrid and SPIHT+RCPC/CRC algorithms. Because the hybrid coder groups wavelet coe cient trees together, when losses occur these trees are lost as a single unit. This localizes the region of the image which will be distorted. Trees which are not lost will be decoded with high relative quality (dependent only on the source coding rate). Furthermore, because the regions that were received have good quality, the hybrid algorithm can use the correlation of these neighbors to mitigate the e ect of the lost regions. The SPIHT+RCPC/CRC coder distributes the Fig. 4 . Images displayed here show the visual e ects of loss for the hybrid coder (left) vs. the SPIHT+RCPC/CRC coder (right) at equal MSE (P S N R = 23:5dB). As shown in 21], the reconstructed images with more localized distortions tend to be preferred over the ones with global blurriness, both in terms of subjective quality and in terms of image content recognizability.
distortion somewhat uniformly over the entire image. The maximum distortion for any pixel may be lower than in the hybrid scheme, but for large total distortion, a spatially distributed error can be perceptually undesirable. This di erence in visual quality must be taken into account when interpreting the numerical results. Table I shows the mean decoded MSE values expressed as PSNR for a number of channel conditions which span the range of interest. Where di erences greater than 0:5 dB exist, the coding method with the largest mean value is shown in bold. The largest di erences occur for the most severe channels in the upper left section of the table. In these cases, the channels were slow enough that interleaving was not e ective and error rates were high due to the low received SNR. The initial packets were often lost for the SPIHT+RCPC/CRC coder which resulted in very high MSE values and this greatly increased the mean MSE. The hybrid coder has the advantage of being able to continue decoding after error bursts have a ected the initial packets (and the initial packets were not more vital to image quality than were later packets).
Further information on performance is provided in Figures 5(a) -5(d) . The plots show cumulative distributions of the decoded PSNR for the four channels whose parameter values are at the corners of Table I. Note that in Table I the average PSNR is computed from the average MSE and not by directly averaging PSNR values in the distributions. Averaging the PSNR values amounts to computing a geometric mean of the distortions due to the log operation, and will always upper-bound the value computed from the mean MSE.
The initial packet losses for the SPIHT+RCPC/CRC coder previously mentioned are visible as a relatively high tail for the distribution in 5(a). Even though fewer than 10 percent of the decoded images have these large distortions (low PSNR), the very large MSE values have a considerable e ect on the mean MSE. Notice the performance generally improves for higher received SNRs (due to fewer channel errors) as well as for faster channels because the interleaver is more e ective. By contrast, the PZW coder performance degrades for faster channels because the errors are less bursty, so more packets are lost for a given average error rate. In addition, because the e ective visual performance in the low distortion regions is worse for the SPIHT+RCPC/CRC algorithm, we see that the hybrid coder is at least competitive if not superior over the entire range of channels.
The next set of results includes the e ects of the packet erasure channel. Table II compares the algorithms' performance over varying packet erasure channels (the discrete channel parameters are xed). Notice that the SPIHT+RCPC/CRC performs well for a packet burst length of 10. The reason for the improved performance on bursty erasure channels is due to the higher likelihood of the rst packet erasure occurring late in the transmission for a xed erasure rate. Both PZW and the hybrid coders show robust performance over the varying channels, but the hybrid is able to produce higher quality images on average. Figures 7(a) -7(d) show the cumulative distributions of performance for these di erent packet erasure conditions. Numerically the hybrid performs competitively with the SPIHT+RCPC/CRC. After considering the fact that in the high distortion regime the hybrid visual performance is better than its numerical results would suggest, we see that the hybrid coder is superior over this range of channels. Visual results over two particular channels are shown in Figure 6 . We see that the SPIHT+RCPC/CRC coder has strong performance over the channel dominated by bit errors, but performance is signi cantly degraded on the channel dominated by packet erasures. The PZW and hybrid scheme show consistent performance over both channels. But because of the additional error-correction capability, the hybrid decodes images at a higher quality on average.
For certain situations, it may be useful to design a particular source/channel code combination which can handle the particular channel. But in many applications, the channel conditions are not known ahead of time. In these cases, the source and channel coders must be able to handle a large range of potential conditions. In addition, severe channels can lead to large variations in decoded image quality over di erent trials, making it di cult to decisively conclude which coding method is superior. Using the mean decoded MSE as well as cumulative distribution plots and the visual results obtained by this research, we conclude that the hybrid coder performs competitively across all channel conditions and degrades more gracefully under the most severe conditions. 1] . HYBR is the combined scheme proposed in this paper. HYBR and RCPC were optimized for the f D = 10 ?4 and SNR = 13 dB channel. For di erences greater than 0:5 dB, the best result is shown in bold face. . Images displayed here show the median quality for the three algorithms under di erent channel conditions. The channel used for the top row of images was dominated by packet erasures. The channel for the bottom row of images has no packet erasures but has a higher probability of bit errors, and in long bursts. Overall transmission rate was 0.25 b/pixel. 
